
Message from the
President 

I feel extremely honoured to be leading the Global Network for Sustainable

Development which is emerging to be a global platform for spreading youth’s voice

for SDGs.

I have had the privilege of being associated with this unique network which was set

up with the mission of preparing youth as future community leaders to promote

sustainable development. With the able leadership, utmost dedication and efforts of

its founder president Prof. Marek Wosinski, it has established its mark as a

voluntary organisation only in a span of few years through establishing a unique

network of diverse partners and volunteers across five continents to train future

sustainable leaders. 

As we step ahead towards this journey post-covid-19, multiple opportunities await

us in nurturing future community leaders in health, education, peace, agriculture,

livelihoods, water, waste management, sustainable entrepreneurship to name a few.

There is no doubt that covid-19 has compelled us to rethink our strategies in each of

these areas.  I strongly feel that in the post-covid world, we shall substantially

change the way we work and earn our living, the way we produce and eat our food

and the way we manage our resources and manage waste. More so, an evolving

cultural paradigm in sustainable development is underway

With the existing portfolio of trainings such as Sustainability Clubs, Peace Clubs

and Sister Schools project, we envision to expand our geographical reach and

training categories to build new partnerships thereby maximising our impact and

global presence.  The changing world order demands the youth take prominent role

in our journey towards SDGs. And this is possible only through raising awareness,

knowledge and capacity building.  As we move ahead, we are bound to meet with

unforeseen challenges.  However, I am confident that the strong team of people that

we have with GNSD   shall leave no stone unturned to contribute to this journey and

make GNSD a front-runner in sustainable development arena.

 

Best wishes, 

Sapna A. Narula


